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1. Education-wide …

Opening up Education & OpeningupSlovenia are not only about *Higher Education* …

… but cover *all education*: from primary up to university level 
formal education & informal learning  

for BROAD BENEFIT!
2. Governmental policies …

Opening up Education & OpeningupSlovenia are not limited to *institutional policies* …

… but also address the need for explicit *governmental policies* to create an appropriate context for the institutions for **FULL BENEFIT!**
3. Umbrella term …

Open(ing up) Education seems a subtle change to OE but is *pretty relevant*

underlines the *dynamics* and the process
can adequately accommodate *diversity*
there is *no single ideal model* for education

**brings in NUANCE!**
4. EU funding …

OpeningupSlovenia offers an interesting approach: a country case challenges the current EU funding scheme: country level orchestration with all stakeholders instead of a collection of independent projects leading to more IMPACT!

(and calling upon more countries …)
5. ‘Bologna’ alike …

‘Bologna’ major *EU innovation* (HE): *top-down* & *bottom-up* / *urgency* / *common goals*

do these conditions apply to *OuE (all education)*?

*common goals*: simultaneously improve *accessibility, quality, efficiency, sustainability*

**OuE another EU INNOVATION?**
In summary … 

1. Education-wide … for BROAD BENEFIT!
2. Governmental policies … for FULL BENEFIT!
3. Umbrella term … brings in NUANCE!
4. EU funding … leading to more IMPACT!
5. ‘Bologna’ alike … OuE another EU INNOVATION?
Thanks for your attention!
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